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Wouldn't it be nice to always have exactly the right kind of map, whatever your needs may be? You

will, with the uniquely versatile DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer Series. These topographic atlases cover

individual states with the most comprehensive detail available, including back roads, backwater

lakes and streams, boat ramps, forests, wetlands, trailheads, campgrounds, public lands, prime

hunting and fishing spots, and countless landmarks and points of interest. You'll also find a wealth

of information on everything from family outings to wilderness adventures. The Atlas & Gazetteer is

ideal for outdoor recreation, business travel, home or office reference, and countless other

uses.Kentucky Gazetteer categoriesÃ‚Â» AttractionsÃ‚Â» BikingÃ‚Â» CampgroundsÃ‚Â» Covered

BridgesÃ‚Â» FishingÃ‚Â» HikingÃ‚Â» Historic SitesÃ‚Â» HuntingÃ‚Â» National LandsÃ‚Â»

PaddlingÃ‚Â» Scenic DrivesÃ‚Â» State LandsÃ‚Â» Unique Natural FeaturesÃ‚Â» Wildlife

ViewingSuggested UsesÃ‚Â» In-vehicle for everyday referenceÃ‚Â» Exploring back roadsÃ‚Â»

Outdoor recreation preparation and navigationÃ‚Â» Business travelÃ‚Â» Planning vacations and

leisure activitiesÃ‚Â» Armchair journeys --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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DeLorme has been directly responsible for many of the major technological advances made in the

mapping industry over the past 30 years. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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Love these books!!!!

I've used a DeLorme Atlas before when I lived in Colorado. If you wish to find the back roads to get

you there whether it's sightseeing or avoiding traffic snarls this is the guide to have no matter what

state you live in. They do an awesome job of collecting necessary mapping data and put it in an

easy to read form. I've been in Kentucky two years and I should have bought this when I moved

here.

Great, accurate maps that give an overview lacking with gps. One should always have a physical

map, otherwise that gps detour might end up being 100 miles out of the way on long, slow, windy,

roads. These maps are unparalleled in quality and ease of reading.

Can't navigate my home state without it. I have used the Delorme Atlas for over twenty years and

just recently had to upgrade to a newer edition. Accurate

We had the Delorme Gazetteer in CO and really liked it. While this one has decent information, it

pales in comparison to the quality and detail of the one for CO. Nonetheless we are glad to have it

in the car as a mild supplement to our road atlas.

These Gazateers are a must for traveling to a new location, they will point out points of interest on a

county level and show you the State and private camping areas, as well as giving you a brief write

up on places to see and things to do. It will also show you bike trails, as well as hiking trails that one

may wish to utilize. They can be a real must for when traveling to a new state

I found traveling the back roads you can always use your GPS, however we have this set of maps

as a back up and frankly find it much easier to read that the GPS screen. There is a lot of detail also

on the map that comes in handy. Great printing, good paper and easy to read.These are hard to find

locally thus we ended up ordering at .
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